THE PEARL
High-Definition Wireless Active Speaker

Cabasse
Since 1950
New 25cm subwoofer with up to 30mm long linear cone excursion for the richest and most dynamic level of bass available on the market. Audio playback is simply spectacular thanks to dynamic control of bass.

Patented triaxial configuration of subwoofer + medium + tweeter drivers for compact design, powerful performance and sophisticated response in 360°. Overdeveloped thermal dissipater to ensure an optimal range of dynamic sound with little distortion at high volumes.

New coaxial medium-tweeter with patented components in the medium carbon and neodymium.

STREAMING ULTRA HD & MULTIROOM

THE PEARL integrates seamlessly within the Cabasse StreamCONTROL multi-room system.

THE PEARL streams all audio files, from MP3 to ultra-high definition files stored at home on hard drives or computers, Internet radio or specialized services.

EXCEPTIONAL STEREO

Create an unparalleled stereo performance with two THE PEARL speakers for listening to digital music, TV, and digital streaming services. Easily incorporate THE PEARL into any interior especially on its stand or wall brackets.

With two PEARLS, your music takes on a whole new level of high-end stereo sound staging.

ELEGANT & NOBLE MATERIAL

Faithful to brand design in its spherical shape, ideal for spatial coherence, THE PEARL plays the card of seduction with a decorative jewel casing that evokes both gentleness and power. 2 possible finishes: metallic black & pure chromium rings, or pearl white with silver rings, as well as carbon membranes, aluminum dissipater & drivers.

ELEGANT & PROGRAMMABLE CONTROLLER

Concentrated in technology and with a streamlined design, this new generation remote control makes it easy to control THE PEARL without using the StreamCONTROL application. This Bluetooth enabled wireless controller can be held in the palm of the hand and reunites the main functions of control: volume control by rotating the ring, choice of entries, play and pause, selection of a radio or a piece of music favorite among the presets.
THE PEARL

118dB peak mono / 124dB peak stereo
14 - 27 000Hz
Medium-tweeter: 13cm coaxial BCI
Woof: 25cm 25HELD
Tweeter: 300W RMS / 600W peak
Medium: 300W RMS / 600W peak
Bass: 1 000W RMS / 2 000W peak
Ethernet/WiFi - Bluetooth - SPDIF Optical – Analog - RCA
USB port – add music to network from external drive
Audio Formats: MP3 - AAC - WMA - AIFF - FLAC – ALAC
Audio Formats Supported: up to 24 / 192
768kHz / 32-bit DAC
High Resolution Multi-Room Zoning
Programmable Bluetooth Controller
326 x 327 x 323mm
18kg
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